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Welcome 2007

Andy Green, a well seasoned Class B competitor, introduces the 2007 season and suggests some useful 
tips for new and old competitors

Welcome to the Morgan Challenge - and challenge is the right word. You may think racing 
your Morgan is what it’s all about, but actually the total experience of dedicating �0 weekends 
to mixing with a friendly group of fellow pilotes and their supporters (husbands, wives, partners, 
children etc) is the real fun.

In recent years the series has welcomed the arrival of the Motorhome, or actually up to �0 such 
vehicles which normally arrive the night before the race, establish a suitable territory (and this 
year look for the Morgan flag which will indicate the Morgan command centre, which hopefully 
will carry the race info, tables, chairs and possibly even the chance of a hot drink - much needed 
in cold, windswept Snett) and commence a communal barbecue at 7.30pm - so just bring 
some food to join the fun and get ready for endless discussions on racing lines (buy the latest 

Autosport circuit guide and 
get even more confused), 
engine specifications, tyre 
pressures and possibly a walk 
around the circuit.

Apart from those who 
bring motorhomes, there 
are some competitors who for reasons variously of expedience, 
personal preference or budget choose to adopt a more modest 
approach to their motor sport. Some drive to the circuit in 
their race cars on the day of the event, some erect a tent in the 
paddock and some find a local B&B. For these racers, factors 
such as oversleeping, heavy holiday traffic and a puncture on the 

journey all add to the heady cocktail of excitement! But fear not, because the great thing about our race series is the sense of 
community and friendship and there is always someone on hand in the paddock to help latecomers fix and prepare their cars for 
scrutineering. Those with transporters and motor homes are always generous in sharing the benefits of canopies and shelter on 
days when the weather is bad.

Consider acquiring a tent or booking a local B&B. Arriving the night before will not help you sleep, but will better prepare you 
for the big day ahead.

Finally carefully check the entry forms (see the Dates page on 
www.mogsport.net or ask in the forum) for other races you could 
enter at the meeting. A second race can be good fun especially 
when among other makes of car.

The 2007 season starts at Snetterton with the 750 MC meeting 
on Easter Saturday; so you can travel on Good Friday, but beware 
the traffic jam near Thetford (Centre Parks!) and possibly travel 
via Bury St Edmunds. Expect hordes of hot hatches and a very 
crowded paddock - the Morgans normally park in the outer 
paddock (behind the fuel area) away from the noise (apart from 
the generators!).

Also
That ARDS test and 
the joys of a first race 
- Andrew Potter
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You can normally pay to test on the 
Thursday which may be useful if this is 
your first race. Expect to meet other 
Morgans doing the same as experienced 
pilotes try to get back into the groove 
(and the race seat which gets tighter 
every year). Some drivers may also 
enter another (scratch) race on the 
Friday as preparation
Then 4 weeks later we are off to 
Brands Hatch, racing on the Indy 
circuit - expect several new faces, as 
cars not ready for the first race make 
their season’s debut. Camping is difficult 
as all the paddock is now tarmac and, 
on track, expect to have a moment or 
two at Paddock Hill bend after making a 
careful start (which is uphill).

Only two weeks later we meet again at Oulton Park in Cheshire for a race on the wonderful full circuit. Travel late on the 
Friday night as the M6 from Birmingham will be jammed all day, and consider the toll road option. Oulton Park is situated in 
woodland with a large paddock and excellent local hotels.

Now’s the time to check the car over as we have a 5 week break before attending the 3 day MG festival at Silverstone on the 
International circuit.

Enter some of the scratch races as well as the Challenge round and plan to arrive early on Friday morning for several sessions 
of open practice and to secure a place in the very crowded paddock. All the infield is dedicated to trade stands and displays, so 
plenty to see each day and pleanty of room for camping too.

Only two weeks later we are at Cadwell Park near Louth - travel via Lincoln. On Saturday evening we will hold our cycle race 
round the circuit - all welcome just bring a bike and some food for another barbecue. This is an excellent spot for camping as 
only a small portion of the paddock is tarmac, the rest being all grass and hills.

Also consider entering the scratch race on Saturday to learn the circuit - and for those who arrive on Friday (testing normally 
available) a trip to Mapplethorpe for Fish and Chips is recommended [Ed: Andy is the world-renowned local expert on this]

The undulating track, particularly the mountain section, is a great test for every driver and even requires slowing to 20mph at 
one corner. Just beware the wildlife in the woodlands section!

After Cadwell get the Morgan checked over particularly all the suspension bolts because 2 weeks later we are off to bonnie 
Scotland.

Knockhill is north of Edinburgh and so 
for the English you learn the delights of the 
M6 on Friday. Travel early, it’s a long way. 
But on arrival you are all warmly welcomed 
to the Scottish ‘Goodwood’ meeting and a 
circuit which requires much kerb hopping. 
Consider returning on the Monday.

Two weeks later it’s the Bentley Drivers 
meeting at Silverstone on the Club circuit. 
No words can describe this event, just enjoy 
the experience and, as a driver, be happy 
you cannot hear the commentary...

After the BDC get a health check and go to 
the gym to prepare your neck for two races 
with the Morgan Club at Mallory Park. 
The highlight of the season for spectators 

Snetterton
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who can see the entire track, many 
MSCC supporters and the privilege of 
racing for the Peter Morgan memorial 
trophy.

But get new brake pads before the 
meeting, buy a neck support and be 
careful at the exit of Gerrards bend 
- and check the condition of your 
nearside tyres afterwards.

Phew, that’s 9 races done and so on to 
the last round at Castle Coombe. A 
fast track which is a bit short of run 
off area, so be brave and careful. Often 
a crowded paddock and they can be 
very strict on noise limits here, so make 
sure your exhausts are fully stuffed and 
working properly.

Enjoy all the Challenge in 2007
And finally don’t forget the non championship race in Holland at Zandvoort. Make sure you upgrade to a National A licence and 
leave the UK early on Friday morning. The direct ferry to the Hook 
is very good or from Calais it is a 5 hour drive.

The Dutch club and enthusiasts are enormously welcoming and 
the whole weekend is immensely enjoyable. The track is long and 
challenging and takes a while to get right.

The beach restaurants offer excellent dining and plenty of beer, 
and the beaches and promenade are a welcome alternative to the 
paddock for all the WAGs. Many return on the Monday.

There is also the trip to Spa, perhaps the greatest circuit most 
of us will ever drive, that Peter Sargeant organises through Barry 
Sidery Smith. 

A wonderful weekend, with all the Morganeers generally staying 
in the same hotel, which offers gourmet meals and wines at a 
remarkable price. The entries can be uncertain, so apply early.

See you all soon...

I am sure that everyone has read about the emphasis that scrutineers are going to be placing on the Regs relatingto roll-
bars - and the height below the top of the roolbar that you must sit. See www.mogsport.net/Info/Rollbars.html for a full 
explanation

The www,mogsport.net web site has been having a bit of a facelift with several new articles (How to start racing, a Race 
Series leaflet, a Welcome leaflet, etc) and more pictures and videos in place.

We are planning to establish a Morgan central point at each race meeting where drivers, wives, girlfriends, team mem-
bers, etc can meet to get information, pick up results, collect prizes, etc - so look out for a Morgan flag and a large banner 
on one of the motorhomes in the paddock.

Finally if you have any suggestions or queries, please use the forum at www.brakehorsepower.net and tell our co-ordinator, 
Kate Orebi Gann.  Any scribblings or photos please send to me, Chris Acklam.  
Contact details at www.mogsport.net/Info/Contacts.html
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Dear C, I think that I was in touch when we got back from Norway but the world has moved on. 

I told you that I’d bought a Morgan, and so enclose something about my recent experiences. Raced it for the first time on Oct �st – not the 
best weather, and include some pictures – not many, for it was a new camera, and Heather was using it for the first time. One picture is a 
Marshall, which everyone says looks like me but isn’t – I’m the one in the car – showing how my helmet protruded above the rollover bar. 
On promising to sit lower I was allowed to carry on. That photo was taken by the scrutineers straight after my first race on the Saturday 
and I was pretty pleased to have finished in one piece! – as explained later...

You might think that it’s a bit late to be starting motor racing. As you know I’ve had a hankering for the sport for ever, and for my 60th last 
year H bought me a Track Day as a present. Well, I didn’t actually get round to booking it until the last available day, Feb 28th this year, and I 
booked a single –seater day down at Goodwood, which I love, for the 2�st April. I also booked two nights in the Goodwood Marriott hotel, 
which is by the circuit and full of memorabilia of the circuit’s glory days as a race track. March ��th I fell off my ladder! This spurred me on 
to a rapid recovery, for under no circumstances was I going to miss my track day. Well. The track day was stunning, and so much so that I 
emailed them back on the Monday to ask what the next step would be. They said, of course, that more Track Days would be the thing for 
which I would require a car.  A Land Rover Defender has its uses, but...

I had seen the Morgan advertised for a couple of months but just logged it in my grey matter and had done nothing about it. The following 
Saturday I went to see it and bought it there and then. H knew I would.

I had already booked our summer in Norway, and so rather than go to any circuit and get my racing licence I decided to do it properly and 
go to the Silverstone Intensive race course for 5 days. My boss gave me permission, but it would have to be in September as all the other 
dates were full. So on September ��th, an auspicious day, I set off for Silverstone. Not knowing quite what to expect – would I be the oldest, 
would I fall at the first hurdle, would I actually get a licence. I entered into the fray. 

All week we learned how to race a Formula Ford, with sessions on the car control track in Formula cars, in Lotus 7s, in Audis. Each day 
would be changeable with sessions on the track – out for 20 laps, then in to hear what the instructors – who were based on each corner 
– had to say about our racing lines, our braking etc. and all the time pushing us to do more. No pressure then.  After about the second day, I 
started to feel so much more confident, for there were many youngsters who had been karting for years, several people with so much more 
experience, and me a track virgin. On the Wednesday evening we had a shoot out on the track – a warm up lap, a flying lap followed by a 
slowing down lap. I couldn’t believe it; 6th out of 32. BIG SMILE.

On the Thursday morning those who were going to take their licence exam were given a written paper – mostly about flag signals, for which 
we had to receive �00%. OK so far. Those who didn’t receive the full marks were taken aside! Then an introduction on the bottom bit of 
the Grand Prix track – so much wider and faster! – in a Lotus Exige, a little competition 2 seater. We were taken around by some top notch 
racing drivers to show us the correct lines etc.. Mine was a Ferrari GT driver, and when it came to my turn I didn’t dare tell him that my 
glasses had steamed up and that I couldn’t see a damned thing. I drove around, in the wet, at up to �30 MPH around the corners in readiness 
for our real test in the evening. So after another day’s circuit training and car control sessions back to the Lotus Exiges waiting by the Grand 
Prix Circuit. Two would be assigned to one car with one examiner, and we had to get every single box on his paper ticked. One cross and 
we would fail.  Again, no pressure!! And so the examiner took us around with him driving, followed by one of us students for three laps, 
followed by two laps during which he would say nothing and just tick boxes. In got the other student. After some time the car came back 
– gloomy face; failed! I got in, all a-nerves. Three laps to show me what I had to do, three with the examiner commenting on my driving, and 
then on my own. I must have done it right for after the two laps we came straight in and a pass was given. Altogether I think 6 failed – not 
ready at that moment, and some surprises. That meant that I could take part in two races at the circuit on the Saturday. It also meant that I 
could put in the entry (filled out several weeks in advance!) for the Morgan race at Snetterton, Norwich, two weeks following. I rushed to 
the letter box, the letter was taken within twenty minutes and by the time we arrived home on the Saturday there was an acceptance on 
the mat, with an invitation also to join an Allcomers race on the Saturday.  As I need 6 signatures on my licence to progress to the next stage 
I later entered that as well.

The Friday at Silverstone was a more relaxed day, and they let us out on the track with 
some proper Formula Ford cars, rather than the school ones, to give us an insight into how 
much better they were. Another day of improvement, followed by practice standing starts 
and race procedures led us to our race day on Saturday. I had to go back to Oxford on the 
Friday evening to collect Heather, who was coming to watch, and then to ready myself for 
qualification and the two races in the morning. 

I qualified 4th in my group – nerves to the fore but very pleased with that. And that, also, is 
exactly where I came in my first race. Our starting positions on the grid for our second race 
were as we had finished in the first race. I lost out at the start but came 5th. What a stonking 
week! 

And so to Snetterton.

More Morgan stuff over the winter, but I’ll challenge all ten races next year and then think 
about how the money’s doing.

Take care,  A.

So how was your first race? Andrew Potter describes his ARDSexperience and 
then a waterlogged Snetterton.
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Dear R, 

Though that as a Virgin Racer, and you as a General-pretty-well-everything,  you might like to know how I felt about the whole weekend 
from my point of view, even though you will have been through everything that I say yourself and no doubt heard it a zillion times from 
others, not forgetting H’s experiences, of course. 

On my acceptance form for the Morgan races there was paperwork for an Allcomers’ race on the Saturday.  A little bit of practice for the 
Sunday didn’t seem to be too bad an idea, so I entered. Some said, “Complete madness”.

Well, what an introduction through fire and brimstone!

It took us 6 hours to reach Attleborough, through some of the worst rain on the M4 that I’ve ever encountered on a British motorway. It 
was during this that I discovered that the screen heater wasn’t working, (more later), with the result that driving gave the impression of 
being in a pea-souper, the only other demisting in a Morgan being when you take the side screens off! The rain eased after Swindon, but the 
number of traffic jams we came up behind seemed to multiply as we got closer to Northampton.

Having had almost a sleepless night - my cousin’s domestic arrangements and skills not being a highlight of her life - we arrived at the circuit 
at about 8.30 to be given a warm welcome by Ray Higgs, an old hand, with whom we were invited to park up. By this time I was becoming 
somewhat apprehensive, lots of new-to-me things needing to be done by me, but this time against the clock, having prepared the week 
beforehand but not under any pressure of the clock. Scrutineering was to be at �0.30, and the car etc. had to be prepared, (with Heather, 
of course,). It was still a punishing time - off with the front number plate and surround to reveal the oil cooler, tape up the headlights, off 
with the wipers, off with the roof, off with the windscreen, off with the spare wheel, and on with the racing numbers, the stem mirror, and 
connect the lap timer. Make sure that everything loose is out of the car, tighten up the lap belts ready for racing, and put the racing clothes 
and helmet in the car, too, for the scrutineers to examine. (All to FIA standards, but still to be checked.)  And so, car preparation, signing on, 
and a meeting with the Clerk of the course as a newcomer, all before �0.30. �0.29 and the nut to release the windscreen on the driver’s side 
still wasn’t loose. Why do they put that wiring loom in the way? Fingers cannot cope with them both! Panic - nerves etc.. And all under the 
watchful eyes of others! (Will he do it or not?). 

Getting hot now - �0.3� and off came the nut; quick lift of the screen with Heather,  put it down gently,  and off to the scrutineering bay. 
Calm as anything down there. Waited a few minutes and was beckoned in. Quick check around the outside of the car; put the lights on, 
please. Turn off the circuit breaker to see if it would work in an emergency - it does; all lights go off together with the ignition. Bonnet open, 
please.  All OK there. He calls someone else across to inspect the rollover bars - there doesn’t appear to be a steel plate here, to connect 
the two. I can’t help them now, but learn later that there’s a plate under the wing which they haven’t discovered.  A common Morgan 
problem, apparently. My Helmet is taken away - although it’s OK it hasn’t an MSA sticker. Collect it later at the cost of £�.50, please. Phew! 
All ready now. Heather is waiting just outside and reminds me that we haven’t had any breakfast yet - possibly a good idea to have some! I’ll 
take the car back; a bacon butty and a coffee, please. Have to be quick, though; the call for assembly will be soon.

And so breakfast was a rushed affair, as was getting into my racing clothes- there was a little wooden hut right behind where we had parked 
up which turned out to be very useful. That call came 20 minutes early! Your boy was ready. A new car, a new track, a new experience - 
would it all be too scary? And so out onto the track. 

The first two laps of qualifying should be used to sight the track and if you spin off at this stage quite simply you don’t take part in the race, 
so a bit easy in the first instance, and then slowly build up confidence. The fastest cars in this race were overtaking after three laps and I 
was ready for them – the large stem-mirror picking them up from the far end of the long straight. I’d been instructed to keep to my line 
whatever, and they had to find their way around me.  As I gained confidence I took one or other of my hands off the wheel to signal them 
past me on the bends. However, I needed to go quicker, so concentrate, boy! The front end of the car starts to go light at the entrance to 
the ‘Bomb Hole’, and on the exit to that, the start to ‘Coram’, the outside front tyre starts to fight for grip under acceleration. Can I hold 
it all round the fast falling away camber on the throttle? Coram is a favourite place for spectators to watch the cars just being held on the 
throttle; and then there’s Russell, a loosely-termed chicane! Now how did I do this at the Silverstone racing school? However, as I became 
used to the course so I appeared to be going quicker. WHAT, the chequered flag’s out already - end of session. Big smile; not that anyone 
could see, of course. Satisfactory conclusion as far as I was concerned. Would I be at the back of the grid? You never know until the times 
are posted.

Well I’ll be.... 24th out of 34. Wow - what a start.

Later in the day, the race started well. The first time I’d done a racing start in the Morgan - maybe too much throttle but no histrionics, I 
kept it straight and managed to go away safely even though there was a non-starter off to my left - no collisions and away we went. The 
morning’s session had been good for confidence, and I seemed to make good headway. The first bend is fast and the camber slopes to the 
outside - and it has a history of slipperiness! Saloons were overtaken with gay abandon, as were others. �30 MPH down the back straight, 
and not even in top gear! Confidence grew yet more UNTIL... two of the saloons decided to get their own back by coming down the right 
hand side at the entrance to Russells. I had them in my mirror, but as a result of my lack of experience, and whilst watching them in the 
mirror, I missed my braking point and in an instant all my efforts had gone to pieces. I decided in that instant that my car needed protecting, 
(saloons don’t seem to mind being dented), and because it’s the car I need to drive home in, and really would be sad to damage it, I took to 
the grass to cut off the chicane. Phew!!! No damage, but unfortunately my entry back onto the track was not well executed and I spun back 
onto the grass with a pirouette that must have delighted the crowd, including Heather. I waited to let the throng through and took the long 
route back onto the track for safety. The last couple of laps were fought with an MGB which, I’m glad to say, came behind at the Chequered 
flag.  And so, would I be last? 

On cloud 9. Big smile, again. No wonder Schumacher’s going! Finished my first race in one piece, and so I could relax until the morning. 
On the way back through the pits was signalled to stop by the scrutineers; UH-OH! Needed to take a photograph of me to show that 

continued ...
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my helmet was above the rollover bar. Photo taken by some very jovial people, and I agree to take out the cushion for the following day  
- sorted!

I was SO pleased, as Heather came back to help me put the car back together for our trip back to Attleborough. We had a concert to go 
to that evening, and timing was crucial. A quick visit to a supermarket bought us a cold meal, and a couple of wrong turns later found us at 
the church in the middle of nowhere some ten minutes late.  An interval between items was enough to let us in and there we stayed for a 
couple of hours – there would have been enough food and drink for us to have missed out our meal, but we didn’t know that at the time. I 
remembered that I’d forgotten to get a copy of the race results - tomorrow would do.

My cousin keeps very late hours, so not a lot of sleep that night. The weather forecast for Sunday was poor, so I’d already decided to keep 
the roof on, so that, as a wuss, I would be more comfortable in the wet. However, rumour had it that keeping the roof on slowed the car 
down a second or two a lap.  Would it matter? I was just out to survive.

Up at six to try and mend the screen heater, for in the wet it would be a useful ally to help me keep on the tarmac. It was wet when I got 
up - the previous owner C had mangled the two wires and neither of them was fixed into the socket. It’s amazing what one can do with 
insulation tape and a Swiss Army knife. Screen worked again - and so off to fill up with V-power again, and then off to the circuit, just a few 
miles down the road, this time with the luggage on the rack ready for a quick getaway in the evening. Dead easy to remove the rack, and 
into the wooden shed it went.

Not so rushed this time; just the number plate and surround to come off at the front, the spare wheel off, number 75 on each door, a quick 
clean of the screen, and that was that. Breakfast, too, before scrutineering at 9.40. We picked up the results from the previous afternoon 
- 29th out of 32 - shame about the spin, should have been No 20, or thereabouts.  Ah well!. No problems with the scrutineers, this time, 
and then off to the assembly area to meet the Morgan Big Boys and Girls. Nervous?- you bet; like a minnow in with the sharks! But what a 
friendly crowd - very welcoming. Several came over to meet the new man, even those in the different classes. Richard Thorne kept coming 
round to check on his nestlings - very comforting.  And so out on to the still slightly wet track, and straight into qualifying. Steady for the 
first two laps and then on with the task in hand. This was encouraging, on my own but everything seemingly going well.  All went smoothly 
and all too quickly out came the chequered flag. Where would I be this time - last, I expected. Half an hour later a big shock to the system. 
I’d actually been circulating about a second a lap quicker than the previous afternoon and in the process posted a time, at my first attempt, 
slightly quicker than Mary - a lady who’s been racing for thirty years or so with several long distance races to her credit.  WOW. So I’ll be 
alongside her on the grid later on. Some said that I seemed to go quicker than C, the previous owner of the car. The race should be at 3.30.

And so a wait. Heather and I decided to walk the course whilst at the same time keeping an eye on the weather which, by this time was 
somewhat threatening. We decided to wait in the café and read the Sunday papers. The heavens opened, and it BUCKETED down with 
the full works of an accompanying orchestra. In 
the meantime racing was suspended, with one 
unfortunate having taken his car over the fence, 
and himself being taken to hospital. Apparently 
he walked back in later to the office and calmly 
asked for his licence back, and, “Do you know 
where I can find the bits of my car, please?”

3 o’clock, the time I should have been going down 
to the assembly area, came and went - it was 
clear that whilst the rain had now ceased there 
was so much on the track that sweepers were 
called in and a tanker, too, to clear the drains on 
the corners. 

As I couldn’t hear the tannoy where I was I took 
the car down towards the assembly so that I 
would be ready if we were called - Heather was 
already there and had already heard the message 
for the Morgans to go to the Assembly area. Just then it was repeated, and I sidled into the waiting area. And we waited, and waited - so 
much so that instead of just warming their engines for the task ahead, some were overheating, and most of us had turned off our engines 
two or three times when we were allowed out finally for two green flag laps.

And off we went. At the start I was determined to keep the car on the track this time and so to a damage limitation exercise. I hadn’t been 
in rain like this before on a track, with a new car, and tyres being an unknown quantity. I decided to go at my own pace, just for the signature. 
So a gentle meander on a wet Sunday afternoon ensued. It was interesting to follow the others into the corners for I found that the speeds 
of the other Lightweights were about the same, but then sped off into the distance. Today’s top whack was around ��5 MPH rather than 
�30, and by design I happily came in last. Two didn’t make it that far.

And so I’m a very happy boy. I’d achieved everything that I’d set out to do, and returned to Bristol with a pristine car and body.

What did strike me was the friendliness of the others to a complete stranger - borrow this, borrow that if you need it. Please use the 
motorhome whenever. But I do like to be self-reliant. I think now that what I need to do is to drive on the correct line, be braver and speed 
should come automatically. There is so much to learn, but there was plenty of encouragement. 

Will I be back - you bet.

Take care, Andrew.
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I’m going to be a bit controversial here but I’m not sure professional race driver coaching is the best way to improve your 

driving. Indeed I’ve observed several fellow Morgan racers spending hard earned money on tuition for no significant improvement 

in lap times.

In my view the best education in race car driving is there for all of us to see every time we take to the track. If someone in a 

similar car is quicker than you there is a reason. Careful observation of what they are doing with the car can reveal an awful lot.

I learnt a tremendous amount in my early days watching Peter Garland and Matthew Wurr. Indeed following Garland flat through 

Gerrards watching a perfectly balanced drift was a University grade education in about ten seconds. After a while they had to 

start following me! In later times when I started racing on Slick tyres in the British GT Championship I learnt a lot from following 

professional driver Neil Cunningham in the other Aero.

In essence, given similar equipment, the faster driver is making better use of it. Most important in all this is getting the best out 

of the tyres. Maximum grip from all four tyres is maximum speed. Sudden or excessive steering movement, braking or throttle 

change will all cause weight transfer and reduce grip on some or all of the tyres. If you want to see a racing Morgan at its best 

watch Peter Horsman through Paddock Hill. As he clips the apex the car is neither rolling nor pitching front to rear. The car is 

perfectly balanced and using all four tyres to the full.

So I suggest if you want to learn more then start watching someone who is going more quickly. Particularly through the corners. 

Where are they braking? Are they braking in a straight line and turning in? Are they braking and turning in to the apex at the 

same time? Are they braking early but going back on the power before the apex? Are they using a different line to you? Are they 

using a touch of brakes to move weight to the front before turning the steering in fast corners? How are they using the throttle 

to balance the car? Etc. etc.

My humble suggestion would be to carefully observe out on track and apply what you’ve seen as the way to increase your speed. 

It works for me and it’s certainly cheaper than paying an instructor.

Keith Ahlers

One to one  
driving  

instruction


